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Madison, WI § June 2002 – November 2006 

• Created, designed, updated, and finalized product catalogs, 400 product user guides/manuals, and marketing collateral that  
adhered to Altra Industrial Motion’s brand specifications for over 10-15 company brands. 

•  Worked directly with employees through multiple channels to translate their general concepts and ideas to creating high-quality 
engaging marketing pieces.

• Lead Designer and Administrator for the company’s eLearning modules. These consisted of Paper Base Training (PBT) manuals  
and Web Base Training (WBT) courses. This project consists of extensive graphic conversion and course set-up within a vendors 
(Technomedia) courseware software using HTML. http://apps.altramotion.com/elms/login.asp

• Directed a freelance illustrator, freelance graphic designer, and a production assistant.
Results: 65% increase in employee and distributor training from the eLearning courses. 

Teamed with: copywriter, outside illustrator, production assistant, product engineer, developer,  executives, vendors, in-house printer, 
vendors, photographer, and clients. 

Clients: Altra Industrial Motion’s corporate in house Advertising Department located at Warner Electric LLC. Work with  
all of Altra Industrial Motion’s divisions that included Boston Gear, Formsprag Clutch

Software Used Job Duties

Quark
Adobe

• InDesign
• Photoshop
• Illustrator
• Acrobat 

Microsoft
• Word
• PowerPoint
• Excel
• Outlook

Design
 • Pre-press
 • Layout
 • Color correction

Art Direction
 • Project/team lead
 • Photo direction
 • Vendor coordination
 • Budgeting
 • Scheduling and timelines

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER  

SKILLS  
PC and MAC 
platforms Illustration

 • Concept sketching
 • Technical and realistic
 • Digital and traditional
 • 2D & 3D

Additional
 • Brand development & 

management  
 • Marketing and project 

related research
 • HTML and CSS
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E. Clutch Actuation

A control system must be provided which will
allow the operator to engage the clutch by rotat-
ing the actuation arm from the fully braked posi-
tion to the fully clutched position. This is typical-
ly accomplished with a control in the operator
zone, which is connected by a cable to the
actuation arm.  The control and cable assembly
must have sufficient stroke to rotate the actua-
tion arm from the positive stop in the braked
position to the positive stop in the clutched
position (17° nominal). Warner Electric recom-
mends the use of a cable with an over-travel
spring which will allow for mower manufacturing
tolerances. Cable manufacturer to provide cable
that will not stretch at required force and to add
strands as required.

F. Clearance

Adequate clearance for all parts of the BBC is
necessary for the BBC to function properly.  No
member of the BBC should be constrained by
the mower deck, engine housing, or ground
drive pulley.  Adequate clearance should be
available so that the brake plate may move axi-
ally up to .375 inches (9.5mm) and the clutch
actuation lever may complete its required stroke
(dimension varies for different BBC geometry's -
consult Warner Electric for assistance).

G. Engine Oil Drain Plug

All walk behind lawnmower engines contain an
engine oil drain plug somewhere on the block.
Some have the oil drain plug located directly
above the BBC.  When using these types of
engines, Warner Electric strongly suggests that
the end user of the lawnmower be clearly
instructed to remove the engine oil out of the
downspout, and not the engine oil drain plug.

Figure 5 shows typical brake actuation return
spring mounting configuration. In figure 5, a
spring that provides a force of 60-lb (27kg) tan-
gent to (± 12°) and in plane with the actuation
arm rotation is attached at the brake spring
attachment point [located on a 2.56-inch (66.04
mm) radius from the centerline of the BBC].

Option 2: When brake spring is attached to one
of the holes in the acctuator arm, it should pro-
vide a minimum of 12kg (26lb) force tangent to
and in plane of rotation. When BBC is in clutch
mode this spring force is not to exceed 20kg
(44lb).

The blade brake feature of the
BBC requires a brake return spring that will
provide sufficient force to rotate the actua-
tion arm to the positive stop in the braked
position. Failure to fully rotate the actuation
arm to the positive stop for the brake may
result in increased blade stop time and/or
premature BBC failure.
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Figure 5
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If engine oil is spilled onto the
BBC, the BBC will not perform properly.  The
blade engagement time as well as the blade
stop time may be severely increased.  If engine
oil is spilled on the BBC, it should be replaced.

H.  Operating Temperature

Warner Electric's BBC is designed to operate in
environments where the top plate bearing temper-
ature does not exceed 250° F (121°C). We strong-
ly recommend that the top plate bearing tempera-
ture be monitored during testing and any readings
over 220° F (104°C) be reported to Warner
Electric.

I.  Torque Capacity 

The BBC must have adequate clutch torque
capacity to stall the engine in the event that the
deck becomes blocked. The BBC is available with
three different clutch springs for static torque
capacities of 100, 144, and 160 in.lbs. (11.3,16.3,
& 18 NM). The BBC is generally applicable
through 6 hp engines, however the torque output
of engines can vary widely.

Warner Electric strongly recommends that during
testing the stall capacity of the BBC be checked.
Blocking the blade with a wooden board and
repeatedly engaging the BBC against the blocked
blade can easily accomplish this. We recommend
the BBC should be capable of stalling the engine
five consecutive times over a two-minute period.
However, the mower manufacturer should estab-
lish the minimum number of times the BBC should
be capable of stalling the engine based on the
anticipated consumer usage.  It is recommended
that the stall testing be conducted immediately
after the mower has run for at least one half hour
and the BBC cycled at least 20 times.  

J.  Shrouds

Warner Electric recommends that the BBC not
be enclosed in a shroud. Historically, shrouds
have tended to trap grass clippings, debris and
moisture around the BBC rather than protecting
the BBC from contamination.

K.  Blade Design

It is important that the mower blade be
designed so that its natural frequency is above
60Hertz given a maximum engine speed of 3600
rpm. Failure to do so can result in very high
blade deflections when the blade is stationary
and the engine is running. The mower manufac-
turer should test for blade deflection over the
entire engine speed range.

L.  Deck Maintenance

Warner Electric strongly suggests that cus-
tomers “DO NOT” use a pressure washer to
clear the underside of the deck.

M.  Engine Inertia

In some cases when using "engine kill" type
operator presence controls, the engine manu-
facturers use the blade inertia as portion of the
flywheel effect needed to start the engine. When
using the BBC, the blade does not rotate when
starting the engine. Some engines will require
that a heavier flywheel be specified when using
the BBC. Please consult with the engine manu-
facturer when specifying an engine that will be
used with a BBC equipped mower. 

VI. Performing Maintenance on the
Warner Electric BBC

Please note that either the Troubleshooting
Guide (see page 9) or a Warner Electric repre-
sentative should be consulted to determine
which component needs to be replaced.

A. Replacing the Output hub / Lower Assembly

1. Remove the lawn mower blade from the 
BBC by removing the blade mounting 
bolts.

2. Remove the lower assembly from the 
BBC. Install the new lower assembly 
to the BBC.

3. Check hub disc on upper assembly for
excessive wear or discoloration 
(Blue/Straw etc..) this could indicate 
that the clutch has become overheated.
If this is the case, replace the complete
clutch. (See Table 1, page 4)

4. Reinstall the mower blade.
5. Burnish the BBC per the burnish 

instructions (see section VI. Step C.)

B. Replacing the complete BBC Assembly
1. Remove the lawn mower blade from

the BBC by removing the blade 
mounting bolts.

2. Remove the brake actuation spring 
and remove the BBC mounting bolt.

3. Disconnect the BBC actuation cable.
4. Remove the complete BBC assembly 

using the removal threads.  
Note: On some applications the BBC 
brake assembly will not easily fit through 
the space allowed in the mower deck.  
In this instance, the mower engine 
mounting bolts must be removed and the
mower engine lifted off of the deck so 
that the brake assembly can be 
removed.

5. Install the new complete BBC assembly 
directly to the engine crankshaft. 
(See Section V) In the case where the 
mower engine was lifted up, remount 
the engine to the mower deck. 
(See Table 1, page 4)
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6. Burnish the BBC per the burnish 
instructions (see Step C below).

C. BBC Burnish Instructions

Burnish the BBC whenever either the clutch
assembly or the brake assembly is replaced
without replacing the mating component.  The
mower should be fully functional before this bur-
nish procedure is initiated.  The burnish proce-
dure consists of the following steps:

1. Start the lawn mower engine.
2. Run the mower engine at the maximum 

engine speed.  Allow the mower engine to 
run a sufficient amount of time so that the 
engine will not stall upon engagement of 
the blade.

3. With the engine running at maximum engine 
speed, engage and disengage the BBC a 
minimum of 15 times.

PRODUCT MANUALS
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II. Introduction

Warner Electric BBC's are typically used to con-
trol the rotation of the cutting blade(s) on walk-
behind mowers. These machines are generally
designed with a means to automatically stop the
blade(s) when the operator releases an operator
presence control. (See Note 1)  Warner Electric
BBC's help accomplish this design goal by pro-
viding a means to remove engine power from
the blades and braking the blades to a stop
while at the same time allowing the engine to
continue to run. 

Warner Electric BBC's provide superior operator
convenience to "engine-kill" systems in which
the blade(s) and engine both stop when the
operator releases the operator presence control.
With this system the operator must restart the
engine each time he/she leaves the operator
zone to perform such common tasks as clearing
debris from the lawn or emptying the grass
catcher.

Note 1: Reference applicable International and
U.S. Standards such as ISO-5395, EN-836,
CPSC # ---and ANSI/OPEI B71.1.

III. Operation

The clutch is engaged by actuating the operator
presence lever and pushing the blade engage-
ment handle.  This action rotates the ball ramp
mechanism, causing three small internal springs
inside of the clutch/brake to lift the brake plate
clear of the friction disc.  As the brake plate is
released from the friction disc, a heavy coil
spring at the base of the unit pushes the friction
disc against the rotating input hub, which is
bolted to the engine's crankshaft.  The clutch is
then engaged and the blade rotates.  Releasing
the operator presence lever causes the spring to
rotate the ball ramp mechanism in the opposite
direction which forces the brake plate against
the outer portion of the friction disc, releasing
the clutch and braking the blade to a stop.
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Failure to follow these
instructions may result in product dam-
age, equipment damage, and serious or
fatal injury to personnel. When perform-
ing maintenance on either mowing deck
or engine, the engine should be stopped
and the spark plug wire should be dis-
connected.

I. Scope

This manual has been prepared by Warner
Electric to assist manufacturers of outdoor
power equipment in the selection, installation,
operation, and troubleshooting of Warner
Electric Blade Brake Clutches (BBC's). The
information contained in this publication is to be
considered a general guideline for incorporation
of BBC's into outdoor power equipment such as
walk-behind and ride-on mowers. As each appli-
cation is unique, the suitability of a BBC for use
in a particular machine can only be determined
through appropriate testing.
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V. Installation
The following describes a general procedure for
installing a BBC on a mower. Some machines
may require deviation from this procedure. In
some cases due to the mower configuration, the
BBC must be partially assembled to the engine
before the engine is assembled to the deck. 

1. Apply a small amount of rust inhibitor to the 
engine crankshaft. 

2. If using a loose key, place the key into the 
key-slot in the engine shaft. 

3. Align the key and keyway and slide the BBC
onto the engine shaft. Use care not to 
contaminate the BBC friction surfaces 
with rust inhibitor.

4. Insert the mounting bolt supplied with the 
BBC through the clearance hole in the BBC 
into the threaded hole in the end of the 
engine crankshaft and hand tighten.

5. While preventing the engine shaft from
rotating, torque (Figure 6) the mounting 
bolt to the appropriate torque specification.
(See Table 1, page 4)

6. Install and tighten the anti-rotation bolt.
7. Install the clutch actuation cable.
8. Install the brake return spring. Reference 

Sec # IV - D.  Check to be sure that the 
spring is strong enough to force the 
actuation arm to the positive brake stop. 
Push on the arm towards the brake stop. 
There should be no additional rotation of 
the arm. If the actuation arm rotates, it is 
indicative that the brake return spring is 
not strong enough. (Cable should be 
disconnected from deck attachment 
bracket at this time.)

9. Adjust the cable as necessary to ensure 
the actuation arm moves to the positive 
clutch stop. (See Figures 7A and 7B)

10. Install the mower blade.
11. Burnish the BBC per the procedure outlined 

in section VI Step C.  

Failure to fully rotate the
clutch actuation (See Figures 7A and 7B) arm
to the positive stop may result in the clutch
and brake being engaged at the same time
resulting in drag on the engine and prema-
ture failure of the BBC.

Figure 6

Figure 7A - Slack

Figure 7B - Tight

2. Shoulder Mounting
A shoulder mounting config-
uration is shown (figure 2).
The inner race of the top
plate bearing is in contact
with a shaft shoulder, spac-
er, or traction drive pulley.
Clearance must be main-
tained between the end of
the crankshaft and the bot-
tom of the bore (2mm + 0 
-1mm). With this style of
mounting the shoulder
runout should be held to a
maximum of 0.001 inches
(0.025mm) and the paral-
lelism across a spacer or
ground drive pulley should
also be held to a maximum
of 0.001 inches (0.025mm). Ground drive must
be chamfered to clear the radius of the crank-
shaft.  Pulley machining and chamfer to be done
in one chucking.

B. Mounting Bolt Torque
The mounting bolt not only retains the BBC on
the crankshaft but also generates clamping
force to prevent fretting corrosion between inter-
nal BBC components.
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Figure 2

Blade Mounting Hub

Ball Ramp Actuation System

Replaceable Sealed Ball Bearings

Mounting Bolt

Removal Thread for Disassembly

Internal Brake Return Spring

Clutch/Brake Spring

Clutch/Brake Friction Material

Brake Actuation Spring Attachment Point

Brake Anti-rotation Arm

Clutch Actuation Cable Attachment Point

Mower Blade

BBC-II

IV. Design Considerations

A. Mounting
Blade Brake Clutches are typically mounted
directly to the engine crankshaft.  BBC's are
available in a shaft end or shoulder mounting
configurations. 

1. Shaft End Mounting
A shaft-end mounting
configuration is shown in
figure 1. The end of the
engine crankshaft bot-
toms in the bottom of the
bore in the BBC. With this
type of mounting there
must be clearance
between the BBC hub
and the ground drive pul-
ley. The runout of the end
of the engine crankshaft
should be held to a maxi-
mum of 0.001 inches
(0.025mm) to minimize
the runout of the blade.

Figure 1
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Recommended Bolt Torque Thread Type

55 ± 10 lbs.ft. 65 ± 5NM 3/8-24 UNF  

55 ± 10 lbs.ft. 65 ± 5NM M10X1.25-6g  

Bolt to be grade #8 US, Grade #10 Europe.
Note: Please contact Warner Electric for assistance with other
thread sizes. 

To obtain proper bolt torque (See Table 1), the
engine shaft must be held from rotating. Check
with the engine manufacturer for acceptable
methods of preventing shaft rotation. See figure
3 for piston stop used to prevent engine rota-
tion.

If customer supplied bolt and washer is used
washer to be 3MM (0.118") thick and bolt to be
grade 10 Europe (grade # 8 US bolt).  Do not
use lock washer.

The use of Loctite or other thread-locking adhe-
sive is not recommended and is not a substitute
for proper mounting bolt torque. 

Proper mounting bolt torque is
essential  for BBC operation and to prevent
premature failure of the BBC.

C. Anti-Rotation

BBC installations require an anti-rotation device
to prevent the brake plate from rotating.  The
anti-rotation device should be rigidly mounted to
the mower deck or engine block.  The anti-rota-
tion device must be designed to allow the brake
plate to move axially. Warner Electric recom-
mends that the anti-rotation device be fabricat-
ed from a .469 inch (11.9mm) nominal hardened
steel pin.

Constraining the axial move-
ment of the brake plate may cause the BBC
to function improperly, leading to increased
blade stop times and premature failure of the
BBC.

D. Brake Actuation Spring

The actuating force for the braking function is
generated by a spring connected between the
brake spring attachment point (or one of the
clutch actuation cable attachment holes) and a
rigid location on the mower such as the deck or
engine block. Return spring is not provided with
the BBC.

The total rotation of the actuation arm from the
positive stop in the clutched position to the pos-
itive stop in the braked position is 17° nominal.
A minimum of 150 in.lbs (16.95nm) of torque is
required to move the actuation arm from the
fully clutched to the fully braked position. The
spring force required to achieve this torque is
dependent on several factors such as the loca-
tion of the attachment points, the angle of the
spring compared to the plane, and the tangent
of rotation.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Table 1
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Symptom: BBC will not brake the mower blade

V: Troubleshooting the Warner Electric BBC

Symptom: BBC will not engage or is slow to engage

Problem Possible Causes Section Referral/Solution

Clutch and brake are engaged at the
same time

Cable is out of adjustment Readjust the BBC actuation cable.
(Refer to Section V #9)

Friction material is contaminated Engine oil has infiltrated the friction
material
Grass or dirt has lodged around the fric-
tion material

If engine oil has been leaking onto the
friction surfaces, replace the BBC
immediately. If grass or dirt has lodged
around the friction material, disassem-
ble and remove the clutch assembly
(See Section VI A & B) and remove the
contaminants. (Refer to Section IV G)

Mounting bolt torque is inadequate Mounting bolt improperly installed Torque the mounting bolt to the speci-
fied installation torque. (Refer to Section
VI A & B)

Overloaded clutch Application is improperly sized Consult Warner Electric personnel for
assistance.

Friction material is worn out BBC has surpassed its life Replace the clutch assembly or the
entire BBC. (Refer to Section VI A)

Problem Possible Causes Section Referral/Solution

Clutch and brake are engaged at the
same time

Cable is out of adjustment Readjust the BBC actuation cable.
(Refer to Section V #9)

Anti-rotation device has failed Anti-rotation device is missing or failed
during mower operation

Replace the anti-rotation device.
Inspect the BBC closely for damage
and replace if necessary. (Refer to
Section IV C)

Friction material is contaminated Engine oil has infiltrated the friction
material
Grass or dirt has lodged around the fric-
tion material

If engine oil has been leaking onto the
friction surfaces, replace the BBC
immediately. If grass or dirt has lodged
around the friction material, disassem-
ble and remove the clutch assembly
(See Section VI A & B) and remove the
contaminants. (Refer to Section IV G)

Brake return spring is improperly
installed

Installed incorrectly at the manufactur-
ing site or by service personnel

Reinstall the brake return spring per the
lawnmower manufacturer's specifica-
tions. (Refer to Section IV D)

Overloaded brake Application is improperly sized Consult Warner Electric personnel for
assistance.

Mounting bolt torque is inadequate Mounting bolt improperly installed Torque the mounting bolt to the speci-
fied installation torque. (Refer to Section
IV A & B)

Friction material is worn out or glazed BBC has surpassed its life, cable out of
adjustment, or brake spring too weak.

Replace the brake  assembly /  the
entire BBC, or replace brake spring /
adjust cable. (Refer to Section V A & B)
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1 Check Mounting:
A. Shaft End Mounting: must have clearance between BBC hub and ground drive pulley, shaft 

end runout to be 0.001 inches maximum.
B. Shoulder-mounting: Inner race of top plate bearing is in contact with crankshaft shoulder, spacer 

or ground drive pulley. Clearance must be maintained between the bottom of the BBC bore and
the end of crankshaft. Shoulder runout to be held to maximum 0.001 inches and parallelism across 
a spacer or ground drive to be held to maximum 0.001 inches

2 Mounting Bolt Torque: 55 -lbs.ft. ± 10 lbs.ft. (65NM ± 5NM) ( 3/8-24 UNF or M10X1.25-6g) Make sure 
the mounting bolt does not bottom in crank threaded bore.

3 Anti-rotation: anti-rotation device allows axial movement of BBC.  Min. pin dia. 0.469"
Note: Perform Steps 4 & 5 (of this check list) before return spring and cable are attached.

4 Position actuation arm so that BBC is in the full braked position, then mark leading edge position 
on deck. 

5 Position actuation arm so that BBC is in the full clutched position, then mark leading edge position 
on deck. 

6 Clearance: Adequate clearance for all parts of the BBC in both braked and clutched modes.
Insure that the BBC does not bind or rub on any part of mower.

7 Attach Brake Actuation Spring: Brake actuation spring must have enough force to rotate the brake 
plate to the fully braked position.(See Step # 4, of this check list)

8 Control Cable: Control cable must have sufficient stroke to rotate the actuation arm from the 
positive stop in the braked mode to the positive stop in the clutched position (adjust if necessary).
(use of an over travel spring will allow for cable stretch and manufacturing tolerances.
(See Steps # 4 & 5, of this check list)

9 Engine Oil Drain plug: Instruct end user to remove oil from the filler tube and not from drain plug.
Do not allow oil to contaminate BBC, replacement of BBC will be required if oil contamination occurs.

10 Operation temperature: Top plate bearing not to exceed 220 degrees F.

11 Shrouds: Warner Electric does not recommend the use of shrouds.

12 Blade design:  Blade design to be designed so that its natural frequency is above driving 
frequency of engine.

13 Engine inertia:  Fly wheel of sufficient size to allow for starting without the added inertia of the blade.

Quick Review Check List for BBC Applications

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

❒

Blade Brake Clutch
Application Guide

Application GuideP-1319
819-0465

For Warner Electric I created product brochures, 
manuals, and catalogs. The client used each of 
these for clients, distributors, and potential  
clients in the manufacturing industry. The  
product manuals where printed in-house and 
shipped to the different plants nationally and  
internationally. The brochures and catalogs 
where professionally printed in full color and  
distributed when requested by the customers 
and distributors.

Warner Electric LLC
449 Gardner Street • South Beloit, IL 61080
815-389-3771 • Fax: 815-389-2582
www.warnerelectric.com

Warranty

Warner Electric LLC warrants that it will repair or replace (whichever it deems advisable) any 
product manufactured and sold by it which proves to be defective in material or workmanship
within a period of one (1) year from the date of original purchase for consumer, commercial or
industrial use.

This warranty extends only to the original purchaser and is not transferable or assignable without
Warner Electric LLC’s prior consent.

Warranty service can be obtained in the U.S.A. by returning any defective product, transportation
charges prepaid, to the appropriate Warner Electric LLC factory. Additional warranty information
may be obtained by writing the Customer Satisfaction Department, Warner Electric LLC, 449
Gardner Street, South Beloit, Illinois 61080, or by calling 815-389-3771.

A purchase receipt or other proof of original purchase will be required before warranty service is 
rendered. If found defective under the terms of this warranty, repair or replacement will be made,
without charge, together with a refund for transportation costs. If found not to be defective, you
will be notified and, with your consent, the item will be repaired or replaced  and returned to you
at your expense.

This warranty covers normal use and does not cover damage or defect which results from 
alteration, accident, neglect, or improper installation, operation, or maintenance.

Some states do not allow limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation
may not apply to you.

Warner Electric LLC’s obligation under this warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of the 
defective product and in no event shall Warner Electric LLC be liable for consequential, indirect, 
or incidental damages of any kind incurred by reason of the manufacture, sale or use of any
defective product. Warner Electric LLC neither assumes nor authorizes any other person to give
any other warranty or to assume any other obligation or liability on its behalf.

WITH RESPECT TO CONSUMER USE OF THE PRODUCT, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES WHICH
THE CONSUMER MAY HAVE ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO ONE YEAR FROM THE DATE OF
ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASE. WITH RESPECT TO COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
USES OF THE PRODUCT, THE FOREGOING WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED BY OPERATION OF LAW OR 
OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so
the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal
rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

Changes in Dimensions and Specifications
All dimensions and specifications shown in Warner Electric catalogs are subject to change without
notice. Weights do not include weight of boxing for shipment. Certified prints will be furnished
without charge on request to Warner Electric.
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BULLETIN 2106-B

Installation Instructions

Overrunning Internal 
Backstop Clutches

Models FS 50 
1A thru 13

23601 Hoover Road - Warren, MI 48089-3994 - 586-758-5000

www.formsprag.com

CB Series and Super CB Series  
Sizes 4, 5, 6 and 8

Installation InstructionsP-1302
819-0447

Autogap Installation for 
Sizes 825-1525 Basic Brakes & Clutches

Installation InstructionsP-1366
819-0016

Step 2. Compress
heavy spring (red)
against retainer ring 
by sliding detent spring
towards head of pin.
(See Figure 2)

Assembly Instructions

Step 1. Place straight springs (white) over
armature boss on back side of armature. 
(See Figure 1)

(Figure 1)

Step 3. Insert assembled drive pins through
segmented side of armature, through straight
(white) springs and into threaded holes in 
armature hub. (See Figure 3)

(Figure 3)

Be sure that straight white
springs do not get caught under shoulder of
drive pins.

Compressed

Failure to follow these 
instructions may result in product damage,
equipment damage, and serious or fatal
injury to personnel.

(Figure 2)

Armature Boss

Straight Spring  
(White)

Detent Spring  
Retainer

Retainer 
Ring

Detent  
Spring

Drive Pin

Heavy 
Spring 
(Red)

Armature
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MCS-638-3 and MCS-638-4 Series
Installation & Operating InstructionsP-241-135

819-0468

Features:

• Static mode teach allows one automatic
teach step for the target and one automat-
ic teach mode for the background.

• Remote teach input allows setup to be
programmed remotely.

• Dual lens position
• Automatic selection of best color light

source (Green, Red, Blue).
• Light Operate (Normally Off) / Dark

Operate (Normally On) Operate Modes.
• Quick Disconnect (2 Meter Cable included

with Sensor).
• LED indication of Output status.
• Output - Push-Pull  (NPN/PNP)

MCS-149
Power Supply

MCS-638

Knife or
Heat Seal

Color Mark

MCS-638-3 Part Number 7135-448-011

MCS-638-4 Part Number 7135-448-012

Print Registration/Color Mark/Contrast Sensors

The MCS-638 sensor evaluates the brightness differ-
ence between a target color and a background color.
Sometimes the color difference can be very slight, in
these cases the MCS-638 with its variable color LED
light source is beneficial. The color of the light source is
important, and the appropriate choice of color for the
light source, or using the MCS-638 with it’s automatic
light source color selection allows the detection of very
slight contrasts. For example, a green color LED light
source is more likely to detect a contrast between red
and blue than a contrast between green and blue. 

A common application for contrast sensors is a con-
verting operation. A web of printed media may need to
be cut into individual sheets, and registration marks are
printed in certain locations to signal the machine con-
troller to cut the media. For example, a continuous
sheet of margarine wrappers is cut into individual wrap-
pers with the printing centered on each individual sheet.
Another common application is on bag making machin-
ery where the sensor detects the registration mark and
signals the machine to stop and cut or heat seal a bag. 

Typical Application

Extra Pulley Groove Notice
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This clutch may have an extra groove on the
pulley. In this case, use the grooves that are
closest to the armature as shown in the figure.

Compressor

Pulley

Use these grooves
Extra groove used
for other applications

Armature

Installation InstructionsP-1424
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Warner Electric Packaged Clutch/Brake Performance Data

Enclosed Model
EUM Series
Keeps contaminants out.

The ideal choice for motor to reducer applications...

Ventilated Models
UM-1020 Series
For motor to reducer applications.

Motor Motor to Reducer/ Mechanical Heat
Frame Shaft Diameter Static Torque Dissipation @ 1750 RPM
Size (in) (lb-ft) (ft-lb/min)

16
56C /48Y 0.625 30 6,000

182C / 143TC

184C / 145TC 0.875 30 11,000

2133C / 182TC
215C / 184TC 1.125 95 15,000

213TC / 215TC 1.375 95 15,000

UniModules — pre-assembled and
burnished for easy installation!
Factory assembled and burnished,
reducing assembly time and start-up
problems. Units provide rated torque 
right out-of-the-box.

➤ NEMA C-Face compatible mounting

➤ No maintenance — Warner Electric’s
patented Autogap® system provides
automatic wear adjustment

➤ High cycle rate, long life, rugged
design

➤ Consistent performance

➤ Finned housing for maximum heat 
dissipation

➤ Convenient bearing mounted rotor,
which facilitates easy installation

➤ UL Listed

➤ Built-in CBC-150-1 power supply for
115 VAC single phase operation (230
VAC upon request)

➤ Available in Ventilated or Totally
Enclosed housings

with Integral Control for...

Baggage Handling • Airport Equipment
Bulk Mail Handling • Warehouse Distribution Centers
Factory Automation • Specialty Machinery

NEMA Frame Selection

Packaged Clutch/Brake
Combinations

Fan Kit
Extends the thermal capacity 
of any module.

Performance Plus
UM-C Series
With ceramic inserts
for extended life.

Warner Electric is now offering a

new line of Safety Switches. These

Safety Switches are load bearing

hinges with Safety Switches 

concealed in them. They are

designed to facilitate mounting

onto extruded aluminum profiles

and steel or plastic doors. Their

slim profile allows the hinge to be

readily mounted where space is

constrained. Traditional safety

switches with separate actuator

keys are often subject to 

mechanical wear, particularly when

mounted on the closing edge of

guards where accumulated 

tolerances can cause 

misalignment. The SHS removes

this problem with a safety contact

mounted internally, inaccessible to

the user and therefore providing

excellent tamper protection. One

or more switches may be used

dependent on the category of 

safety protection required.

Matching hinges without safety

contacts are also available, 

allowing the style to be 

standardized for general use.

Safe:
2 SHS hinge switches each with a forced disconnect safety
contact allow safety category 4 systems to be configured
subject to the required risk analysis and safety contact 
monitoring.

Flexible:
The hinge switch operating point may be set
anywhere from 0 to 180º. AC/DC to 250 Volt or 60 V DC 
versions available.

Ease of Wiring:
Industry standard M12 x 1 connectors with axial and radial
(rear) mounting available as well as fixed cable versions.

Reliable:
A cast Zinc alloy body allows the SHS a high degree of
mounting freedom. The hinge supports axial loads of 165 lb
and radial loads of more than 220 lb. They have an 
environmental protection of IP 67.

P-1351   1/03

www.warnerelectric.com

Quick disconnect

Switch components
hidden inside hinge for
protection from mechanical
impacts.

Adjustment nut sets
the "on" position
anywhere over a 180
degree range.

For Application Assistance Call 1-800-451-8279 or Fax 1-815-389-6678

Safety Hinge Switch

P o w e r  Tr a n s m i s s i o n
P r o d u c t s

Warner Electric • Boston Gear

If the capping equipment in your

beverage, pharmaceutical or personal

care facility use mechanical cappers,

you risk unnecessary wearing, constant

adjustments, over- and under-torquing

and added downtime. Even

synchronous magnetic cappers require

periodic adjustment and special

tooling to reconfigure for different

bottle and cap sizes.

To combat these problems Warner

Electric developed the Precision

Tork™ line of Hysteresis magnetic

capping clutches.These clutches are

maintenance free, entirely stainless

steel, adjust with a twist of the wrist

and never wear.They can easily be

configured to your capping machine

and cost a lot less than you think.

Product Solutions for the

The Beverage,
Pharmaceutical and
Personal Care
Industries

C o l f a x  P o w e r  T r a n s m i s s i o n  G r o u p

Capping Equipment

Application: 
A Smarter Screw
Capping Approach

We hadn’t realized how much
time we were spending changing

the torque level on our cappers
until we sat down and measured

it...It can take several minutes
each head, and on our line where

product size changes 2-3 times
per day – there’s a lot of time I’d

rather be bottling.

Maintenance Manager
Major Soft Drink Bottler

“

“

Washdown solution and water do a

number of useful things in your

plant…until they get inside your

gearboxes. There, they breakdown

lubricant, cause premature 

wear, and ultimately lead to

unpredictable failure.

That is why Boston Gear developed

the PosiVent™, an entirely unique

pressure compensation system that

eliminates the need for breather

vents and leaves the traditional

"bladders" offered by some other

gearbox companies in its dust.

The PosiVent has a single seam,

unlike competitive versions whose

multiple seams are often the source

of leakage or failure. It was

designed for easy assembly. Most

importantly, the PosiVent has gone

through extensive reliability testing,

ensuring long life and effective

performance.

Product Solutions for 

Aggressive
Food Processing
Environments

C o l f a x  P o w e r  T r a n s m i s s i o n  G r o u p

Washdown Applications

Application: 
Keeping Water 
and Washdown
Solution Out

The PosiVent is available on all configurations of the
700 Series line of speed reducers from Boston Gear. 

In an independent study commissioned by Boston Gear,
36% of gearbox users cited water or washdown fluid
getting into their gearboxes as "a major concern".  
It is alone the number one cause of gearbox failure.

La solución de lavado y el agua son

de gran utilidad en una

planta…hasta que se introducen en

las cajas de engranes. Allí,

descomponen el lubricante, causan

desgaste prematuro y con el

tiempo, producen fallas

prematuras e impredecibles.

Es por eso que Boston Gear creó el

sistema PosiVent™, un sistema

único de compensación de presión

que elimina la necesidad de

orificios de ventilación y dejan

obsoletas a las “vejigas”

tradicionales ofrecidas por algunas

compañías de cajas de engranajes.

El sistema PosiVent tiene una sola

juntura, a diferencia de muchas

versiones de la competencia cuyas

junturas múltiples con frecuencia

son la fuente de fugas o fallas. Se

diseñó para facilitar el montaje.Y lo

que es más importante, el sistema

PosiVent ha sido sometido a

rigurosas pruebas de confiabilidad,

garantizando su durabilidad y

rendimiento eficaz.

Productos para 
ambientes de
procesamiento
agresivo de alimentos

C o l f a x  P o w e r  T r a n s m i s s i o n  G r o u p

Procesamiento de alimentos

Uso: 
Impedir la entrada
de agua y solución
de lavado

A partir de diciembre de 2003, el sistema PosiVent
estará disponible en todas las configuraciones de la
línea Serie 700 de reductores de velocidad de
Boston Gear.

En un estudio independiente solicitado por Boston Gear,
el 36% de los usuarios de cajas de engranajes indicó
que la entrada de agua o fluido de lavado a las
cajas de engranajes constituía un “problema serio”. 
Por sí sola, es  la primera causa de falla de las cajas
de engranajes.

Pneumatic Clutches 
and Brakes

Now Available From CBCGenuine Replacement Parts

Longer Life

We have years of experience 
in building value into every Genuine
Wichita and Industrial Replacement Part.
Our parts, made with quality materials
and leading-edge technology, not only
last longer than the competition,
resulting in lower life cycle costs, they
also fit precisely to give you the
assurance of trouble-free performance.
That’s why we can confidently offer you
the very best warranty in the business.

Faster Delivery

To help you lessen downtime problems,
we’ve recently established new methods
and procedures that will get Genuine
Replacement Parts to you quicker than
ever before. We’ve improved order 
processing, increased manufacturing
capacities and added to our nationwide
network of distributors. Many of our parts
can now be shipped within 24 hours of
your order or are available from CBC’s
warehouses across Australia. You don’t
have to pay a premium price for all the
product and service advantages of

Genuine Wichita and Industrial
Replacement Parts. You’ll find our 
prices to be very competitive with 
any of the companies offering 
imitation replacement parts. 

* Split air tubes are not
intended for permanent
installation and, therefore,
are not covered under
the warranty agreement.

**The warranty does not
cover replacement or
refurbishment of
normal wear items.

Contact Your Local CBC office for Genuine 
Wichita and Industrial Clutch Replacement Parts

Friction Discs

• Special high strength materials 
with molded composite teeth resist
functional wear and provide additional
output torque

• Exactly match the mating Wichita
component for consistent and
maximum high torque output

• High heat resistance to combat 
unforeseen application problems

• Consistent size for ease of replacement
• Air grooves provide cooling and 

longer life

Unmatched Warranty

When you specify Genuine Replacement
Parts from Wichita and Industrial you
automatically expect more…and get
more. Especially better performance,
longer life and the peace of mind that
comes with knowing you are working
with the industry’s proven leader. To
further back up our quality commitment
to you, we now offer a new three-year
warranty on our line of replacement air
tubes*, and a two-year warranty on all
other components**. That’s unmatched by
anyone in our industry…and for good
reason.

Air Tubes

• Wear resistance polymers insure 
compatibility with other Wichita parts

• Consistent size allows ease of
replacement if required

• Low air volume construction reduces
needless use of compressed air

• Combination of space-age fibers and
elastomers give extended life and
retention of size and fit.

Engineered Solutions

Engineering

Wichita Clutch maintains a staff of 
highly trained technical personnel,
including registered engineers, to design,
manufacture, and apply our heavy duty
clutches and brakes. Our application
engineers are dedicated to providing 
fast response to your inquires, and the
most cost effective power transmission
solution we can provide. Our design
engineers use the latest in design
technologies to provide innovative and
cost effective clutch and brake solutions
to your most demanding applications.
The result is continual product
development such as the high
performance clutches and brakes 
shown above. 

Dependable Torque 
Control Products

Wichita and Industrial clutches and
brakes provide the high speed
acceleration and deceleration that are
essential in modern process equipment.
They are available in a variety of designs
and mounting configurations and are
used extensively around the world by
leading OEMs in mining, metalworking,
steel, marine, pulp/paper, material
handling, paper converting and energy.

CBC – Leaders in 
Power Transmission

CBC Power Transmission is Australia’s
leading supplier of power transmission
products to the mining, processing, and
manufacturing sectors. They stock a wide
range of genuine Wichita/Industrial
Clutch replacement parts throughout the
country, complementing the legendary
customer support found at each of their
70 distribution centres.

CBC Power Transmission

ABN 86 000 191 257
www.conbear.com
Email: cbc@conbear.com
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CBC National Headquarters
3 The Crescent Kingsgrove NSW 2208
Tel: 02-9502 1833  • Fax: 02-9502 3884
www.conbear.com

New South Wales
State Head Offices
11 Liberty Road, Huntingwood NSW 2148
Tel: 02-9672 1500  • Fax: 02-9672 1533
Email: cbcnsw@conbear.com

Newcastle
4/585 Maitland Road
Mayfield West NSW 2304
Tel: 02-4968 4000  • Fax: 02-4968 4040
Email: cbcncl@conbear.com

Northern Territory
Unit 4, Lot 1554 Stuart Hwy
Winnellie NT 0820
Tel: 08-8984 3558  • Fax: 08-8984 4852
Email: cbcdarwin@conbear.com

Queensland
849-865 Kingsford Smith Drive
Eagle Farm QLD 4009
Tel: 07-3866 2111  • Fax: 07-3866 2177
Email: cbcqld@conbear.com

South Australia
479-481 South Road
Regency Park SA 5010
Tel: 08-8348 2100  • Fax: 08-8340 0491
Email: cbcsa@conbear.com

Victoria
96 Mitchell Street
Maidstone VIC 3012
Tel: 03-9276 9100  • Fax: 03-9318 5431
Email: cbcvic@conbear.com

Western Australia
789 Marshall Road
Malaga WA 6090
Tel: 08-6363 8200  • Fax: 08-6363 8222
Email: cbcwa@conbear.com

The Power of Experience

CBC Power Transmission

Leaders in Power Transmission

Across the globe, Wichita and Industrial Clutch partner with
leaders. This is why genuine Wichita Clutch and Industrial Clutch
products and parts are available in Australia at CBC. 

Through CBC’s global search for superior quality power
transmission products, they have established selective alliances
with international icons at the forefront of product development,
including Wichita Clutch, Industrial Clutch and many other
brands, testimony to our commitment to house the most
comprehensive range of power transmission products in the
southern hemisphere. 

CBC’s nationwide team of professional engineers and factory-
trained product specialists ensure that you receive the best
possible solutions to your power transmission needs. In order
to maintain customer satisfaction at the highest level and
ensure that all orders are filled in a timely basis, CBC utilizes
a nationwide computerized system for inventory control and
product tracing. This system allows us to guarantee products
and parts are available throughout our strategically located
network of 70 distribution centres.

While CBC stocks Australia’s most comprehensive range of
power transmission products, if you have a requirement that is
not featured in this or any other CBC brochure, please give us a
call. Our ability to source products from around the globe will
help ensure your needs are met promptly.

Wichita/Industrial

Clutch and CBC –

Australia’s #1

Partnership 

for Dependable

Torque Control

 

Power Take-Off Clutches

Low Inertia Clutches 
and Brakes

Wichita Low Inertia Clutches and Brakes
are designed to be completely free from
effects of centrifugal force and self
energization. They provide the high
speed acceleration and deceleration
essential for today’s process equipment.
The low-inertia designs reduce power
consumption and heat build-up in cycling
applications. A quick energizing air tube
provides fast response with smooth
engagement. They combine all the best
features of the disc type clutch with all
the advantages of direct air engagement
through direct axial pressure application
in a special composition full-circle tube.

Wichita clutches engage smoothly
without noise, shock or impact and
release completely in a fraction of a
second. Extremely fast action is possible
because of the small volume of air
required. Torque developed is in direct
proportion to air pressure applied.

Clutches may be slipped moderately to
control the acceleration rate. When large
inertia loads are powered from electric
motors, smooth, controlled slip starts by
Wichita Clutches can keep power

demands below the allowed maximum.
Heat generated by controlled slipping or
high cycle rate operation is dissipated 
by the centrifugal blower design of 
these units. 

These clutches and brakes interface well
with automated controls through simple
air and/or electric circuits.

High Torque Clutch

Wichita High Torque Clutches provide
the highest torque to size ratios of any
Wichita clutch. They provide smooth
controlled starts and stops and are
designed for minimum power loss due to
low rotating inertia.

CCB Series 
Clutch/Brakes
High torque with fast cycle rate

The Wichita Combination Clutch/Brake 
provides fast, smooth cycling for stamping
presses and metal forming equipment by
combining a high performance clutch and
spring-set brake in a compact, pancake
assembly that prevents overlap. The extra
fins and cooling slots allow for excellent
heat dissipation. A low stress spline
eliminates driving pins between the shaft
and centerplate, while the precision die
springs provide consistent long-life braking
action.

The heavy duty size models feature an 
air tube disc for direct air engagement.
Optional quick air-release valves provide
faster cycling than piston and cylinder 
models. There are no o-rings or piston seals
to wear-out and leak and no lubrication or
adjustment is necessary. Worn friction
plates can be relined at Wichita’s factory on
an exchange basis.

Installation of the CCB is also easy. The 
simple air system has external connections
and requires no shaft seals. 

• No shaft seals for faster, lower cost 
installation

• Optional shrink disc mounting for 
simplified, easier installation

• Fast, smooth cycling
• Cool running with higher torque

Ball Mill Clutches
Ideal for jogging and inching 
applications

Wichita Ball Mill Clutches are specially
designed to provide quick, smooth starts
with limited current surge for heavy duty
grinding mills. The clutch is adaptable to
remote control allowing centralized
operation through simple air or electric
circuits.

• Heavy duty applications
• Quick, smooth starting
• High heat dissipation for jogging 

and inching

Coupling Clutches
Unaffected by

centrifugal forces

The Wichita Standard
Vent Combination
Clutch-Coupling is
designed for reliable
in-line power
transmission. The

simple air tube
design, with small air

volume, speeds
engagement and disengagement. It 
is unaffected by centrifugal force and has no
self-energization like drum clutch designs.
Ideally suited for large inertia loads where
smooth controlled starts are needed.

• In-line power applications
• Smooth, controlled acceleration

Motor Brakes
Quick, smooth stopping

Wichita Spring-Set Air Release Motor
Brakes are ideal for failsafe protection of
process equipment. Available in foot 
mounted and C-face options, this improved
design has thicker friction discs for longer
wear life. The fast acting Spring-Set 
actuation assures quick, smooth stops.

C-Face Compatible

Wichita C-Face Motor Brakes are ideal when
paired with any appropriate size motor.

C-face adaptors are available in standard
NEMA T and U frame designs. Custom
adaptors are available for your specific
motor design.

• Failsafe protection
• Long wear life
• Quick, smooth stopping
• No adjustment
• No lubrication
• Low inertia design
• Rugged, dependable design

Superior Torque 
Control for Heavy
Duty Diesel Engines
Mechanical Side Load PTO

Two mechanically actuated PTO’s are
now available in addition to the
performance-proven Wichita Air Tube
PTO’s. Complete clutch engagement of
the mechanical PTO units is assured
with each release of the hand lever due
to the incorporation of a heavy-duty
truck clutch. With its many outstanding
features, the clutch used in the Wichita
PTO prevents torsional vibration from
damaging engine or transmission 
components, or causing spline wear.
The result is superior Power Take-Off
performance and durability!

Mechanical PTO Features

In-Line PTO design provides direct drive
operation with side load capability.

Side Load PTO utilizes a pair of heavy-
duty roller bearings fitted into the shaft
housing to eliminate the transmission
of side loads to the crankshaft.

• No pilot bearing
• Standard with dampened driven discs
• Self-adjusting feature automatically 

adjusts clutch through normal use
• Ideal for vehicular flywheel 

applications and  adaptable to 
industrial flywheel applications.

• Low hand lever effort. 30 lbs. vs. 100
lbs. for over-center type PTO. Lever 
can be mounted on either side.

Air PTO Clutch
Air Tube Disc Side Load PTO

Air Tube Disc design provides
dependable, trouble-free performance
on indirect drives with large overhung
loads on engines of 250–1000 HP. The
simple air controls can be utilized to
remotely control the clutch as well as
the throttle.

• Disc design provides smooth, shock 
free start-ups.

• High speed air tube not affected by 
centrifugal force.

• No O-rings or diaphragms to 
wear out.

• Dynamically balanced for high speed
operation.

• Remote control operation.

Kopper Kool Brakes 
Superb Heat Transfer

Wichita Kopper Kool clutches and brakes
represent the ultimate design for very high
heat dissipation in the most rugged
tensioning applications. Torque levels are
in direct proportion to air pressure,
providing accurately controlled, continuous
slip braking action.

• New HICO friction material provides 
higher torque

• Copper alloy wear plates increase 
heat transfer

• Very high thermal capacity

Steel Water Cooled Brakes
Cool Running

Pneumatic Clutches and Brakes Water Cool

Wichita Steel Water Cooled Brakes
provide high heat dissipation in a 
cost-effective design. The proven air tube
actuation allows precise web tension
with simple air controls. 

• Simple, cost-effective design
• One-piece steel water jacket 

eliminates leakage
• High thermal capacity

Low Inertia and 
Air Tube Disc
Clutches and Brakes
Air actuated, modular clutch
and brake combinations

Air Tube design provides
fast response with smooth
engagement

Clutch Combinations

• Low Inertia
• Low Inertia High Torque

Brake Combinations

• Low Inertia
• Low Inertia Spring-Set

Combination
Clutch/Brakes
Air Actuated Clutch and
Spring-Set Brake

Standard 
Vent Clutches
Clutch Coupling Action

Motor Brakes
FailSafe Protection– 
Spring-Set Action

PTO’s
Side Load and In-Line Models

Low hand lever effort. 
30 lbs. vs. 100 lbs.

Shaft is supported
by roller bearings.

Standard with dampened
driven discs.

No pilot bearing
required.

Self-adjusting
feature
automatically
adjusts clutch
through normal
use.

Ideal for vehicular 
flywheel applications.

Tension Brakes 
High Heat Capacity
High Heat Dissipation

Pressure Plate

Floating Plate

Air Tube
Holding Plate

Roto-
Coupling
Spider

Grooved
Friction Disc

Ductile 
Center Plate

Hub

Multiple Spud 
Air Tube

Optional 
support base.

Very Low
Inertia Drive Plate
Assembly with
Bonded or 
Riveted Pads

Spring-Set Brake

Wichita Spring-Set Air Release Brakes
are ideal for fail safe protection of
process equipment. Constructed of high
strength cast iron, this improved design
has thick friction discs for longer wear
life. The fast acting air tube design
assures quick, smooth stops.

Common Features for 
High Torque Clutch and
Spring-Set Brake

• Thick, full circle friction discs 
for longer life

• Extremely fast response
• No lubrication
• High torque to size ratio
• Low rotating inertia

LK Series Clutches
Dry, disc-type application

The model LK is a low driven inertia air set
clutch. It is the ideal choice for end of shaft
mounting arrangements. 

• High cycle frequency
• Highest torque capacity per envelope size
• Quick response with minimal air

consumption 

The model LKB is a spring set air or
hydraulic released brake. The LKB offers a
wide range of torque capacities and release
pressures while maximizing ventilation for
dissipation of large thermal loads.

• Long lining life
• Stable friction coefficients
• Lower maintenance costs
• Low inertia contribution to system

Industrial Clutches 
& Brakes
Piston Actuated Clutches
and Spring-Set Brakes

Mistral Brakes 
Ideal for corrugating and  paper
converting applications

Wichita Clutch’s Mistral pneumatic
brakes feature a modular design which
allows for variable tensioning capacities.
Each brake can be specified with a
varying number of pneumatic actuators,
allowing precise selection of brake
torque capacity for optimum tension
control. This high performance, versatile
brake is capable of handling the
tensioning requirements of the latest
equipment designs while increasing line
speeds to 1,140 ft./min.

Mistral brakes are extremely compact at
only 11.6” or 16.1” diameter. Their size
facilitates the pickup of small, part reels
used in short batch runs. For automated
reel loading machines, Mistral offers
optional infrared and speed sensor
installation within the brake.

• Long life in constant use applications
• Torque range exceeding 15,900 in.lbs.
• Heat dissipation capacity up to 7

Thermal HP

ModEvo Brakes 
Optimized air-cooled
performance

ModEvo air applied tension brakes
provide smooth control while saving
money and time.

The ModEvo brake disc was developed
utilizing Finite Element Analysis
techniques to ensure maximum strength
with minimum weight. The discs are
designed to make the best use of cooling
air available at slow speeds and being
bi-directional; it achieves high heat
dissipation capacity in either rotational
direction. An optional cooling fan is
available where space is limited or more
extreme heat handling is required. 

Each disc can be specified with a
minimum single module, up to the
maximum number of modules that can
be fitted around the disc. This flexibility
allows for a wide range of torque-
handling capacities.

• Discs available in five sizes: 250mm,
300mm, 350mm, 400mm, 450mm
diameters

• All discs are the same thickness and
use the same brake modules and
actuators

• Torque capacity from 659 lb.ft. for a
250mm disc to 3,181 lb.ft. for a
450mm disc

Tension Brakes
Air Cooled
Supurb web tension system control

LKB Series Brakes
Dry, disc-type application

Spanish
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Modevo
Tension

Brake

Sensors
Industrial Switches 

and Safety 
Technology Products

Colfax Power Transmission Group

Quincy, MA 02171
617-328-3300

Warner Electric

Electromagnetic Clutches and Brakes - USA
South Beloit, IL 61080
815-389-3771

For application assistance:
1-800-825-9050

Electromagnetic Clutches and Brakes - Europe
Allonnes, France
+33 (0)2 43 43 63 63

Precision Electric Coils - USA
Columbia City, IN 46725
260-244-6183

Boston Gear

Enclosed and Open Gearing, Electrical
and Mechanical P.T. Components
Quincy, MA 02171
617-328-3300

For Customer Service:
1-888-999-9860

Formsprag Clutch-Stieber Clutch - USA

Overrunning Clutches and Holdbacks
Warren, MI 48089
586-758-5000

For application assistance:
1-800-927-3262

Stieber Clutch-Formsprag Clutch - Europe

Overrunning Clutches and Holdbacks
Heidelberg, Germany
+49 (0)6221 30 470

Marland Clutch

Roller Ramp and Sprag Type 
Overrunning Clutches and Backstops
Burr Ridge, IL 60527
708-352-3330

Nuttall Gear and
Delroyd Worm Gear

Worm Gear and Helical Speed Reducers
Niagara Falls, NY 14302
716-731-5180

Wichita Clutch and 
Industrial Clutch

Pneumatic and Oil Immersed
Clutches and Brakes - USA
Wichita Falls, TX 76302
940-723-3400

Pneumatic Clutches and Brakes - Europe
Bedford, UK
+44 (0)1234 350311

Ameridrives Couplings

Gear Couplings, Mill Spindles,
Universal Joints
Erie, PA 16512
814-480-5000

Colfax Power Transmission
Group - Asia Pacific

China 852 2615 9313

Taiwan 886 2 2577 8156

Singapore 65 487 4464

Thailand 66 2 322 0481

Australia 612 9894 0133

Permanent Magnet
and Magnetic

Particle Clutches
and Brakes
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Warner Electric, Inc.
449 Gardner Street • South Beloit, IL 61080
815-389-3771 • Fax: 815-389-2582
www.warnerelectric.com

CSK
One Way
Bearing

Clutches

AC & DC
Adjustable Speed

Controls and
Motors

1-888-999-9860
in  Canada :  1 -800-668-1161

INTERCHANGE GUIDE

Please see appropriate manufacturer’s catalogs for exact details regarding ratings of dimensions. This information is valid as of August 1, 2002.

HUB
BOSTON BALDOR BROWNING DODGE ELECTRA FALK GROVE CITY MORSE OHIO WINSMITH

BASIC UNIT - NON-FLANGED
710 — 100U — — — — — B110 — 910DN
713 S913 133U S133 133ML 133WB B213 131 B113 B2133 913DN
715 — 154U S150 — 154WB B215 — B115 — —
718 S918 175U S175 177ML 175WB B218 181 B118 B2175 917DN
721 S921 206U S200 217ML 206WB B220 211 B121 B2206 920DN
724 S924 237U — — 238WB B224 — B124 B2238 924DN
726 S926 262U S262 267M 262WB B226 261 B126 B2262 926DN
730 S930 300U — — 300WB B230 — B130 B2300 930DN
732 S932 325U — — 325WB B232 321 B132 B2325 —
738 S938 375U — — — — 381 B138 — —
752 — 516U — — 525WB B252 521 B152 B2525 —
760 — 600U — 600M 600WB B260 601 B160 B2600 —

FLANGED REDUCER - QUILL TYPE
F710 — 100Q — — — — — F110 — 910MDN
F713 F913 133Q 133 133MLSC 133WBM BMQ213 134 F113 BMQ2133 913MDN
F715 — 154Q 150 — 154WBM BMQ215 — F115 — —
F718 F918 175Q 175 177MLSC 175WBM BMQ218 184 F118 BMQ2175 917MDN
F721 F921 206Q 200 217MLSC 206WBM BMQ220 214 F121 BMQ2206 920MDN
F724 F924 237Q — — 238WBM BMQ224 — F124 BMQ2238 924MDN
F726 F926 262Q 262 267MLSC 262WBM BMQ226 264 F126 BMQ2262 926MDN
F730 F930 300Q — — 300WBM BMQ230 — F130 BMQ2300 930MDN
F732 F932 325Q — — 325WBM BMQ232 324 F132 BMQ2325 —
F738 F938 375Q — — — — 384 F138 — —

FLANGED REDUCER - COUPLING TYPE
RF710 — — — — — — — — — 910CDN
RF713 LF913 133C A133 133MLC 133WBF BM213 — RF113 BMC2133 913CDN
RF715 — 154C A150 — 154WBF BM215 — RF115 — —
RF718 LF918 175C A175 177MLC 175WBF BM218 — RF118 BMC2175 917CDN
RF721 LF921 206C A200 217MLC 206WBF BM220 — RF121 BMC2206 920CDN
RF724 LF924 237C — — 238WBF BM224 — RF124 BMC2238 924CDN
RF726 LF926 262C A262 267MC 262WBF BM226 — RF126 BMC2262 926CDN
RF730 LF930 300C — — 300WBF BM230 — RF130 BMC2300 930CDN
RF732 LF932 325C A350 — 325WBF BM232 — RF132 BMC2325 —
RF738 LF938 375C — — — — — RF138 — —
RF752 — 516C — — 525WBF BM252 — RF152 BMC2525 —
RF760 — — — 600MC 600WBF BM260 — RF160 BMC2600 —

HOLLOW OUTPUT NON-FLANGE
H713 HS913 133UH A133S — 133WBQ H213 — S113 — —
H715 — 154UH A150S — 154WBQ H215 — S115 — —
H718 HS918 175UH A175S 177MH 175WBQ H218 182 S118 SM2175 917DSN
H721 HS921 206UH A200S 217MH 206WBQ H220 212 S121 SM2206 920DSN
H724 HS924 237UH — 267MH 238WBQ H224 — S124 SM2238 924DSN
H726 HS926 262UH A262S — 262WBQ H226 262 S126 SM2262 926DSN
H730 HS930 300UH — — 300WBQ H230 — S130 SM2300 930DSN
H732 HS932 325UH — — 325WBQ H232 322 S132 SM2325 —
H738 — 375UH — — — — 382 S138 — —

QUILL TYPE
HF713 HF913 133QH — — 133WBQM HMQ213 — SF113 — —
HF715 — 154QH — — 154WBQM HMQ215 — SF115 — —
HF718 HF918 175QH — 177MHSC 175WBQM HMQ218 185 SF118 SMQ2175 917MDSN
HF721 HF921 206QH — 217MHSC 206WBQM HMQ220 215 SF121 SMQ2206 920MDSN
HF724 HF924 237QH — 267MHSC 238WBQM HMQ224 — SF124 SMQ2238 924MDSN
HF726 HF926 262QH — — 262WBQM HMQ226 265 SF126 SMQ2262 926MDSN
HF730 HF930 300QH — — 300WBQM HMQ230 — SF130 SMQ2300 930MDSN
HF732 HF932 325QH — — 325WBQM HMQ232 325 SF132 SMQ2325 —
HF738 — 375QH — — — — 385 SF138 — —

COUPLING TYPE
HRF713 HLF913 133CH A133S — 133WBQF HM213 — SRF113 — —
HRF715 — 154CH A150S — 154WBQF HM215 — SRF115 — —
HRF718 HLF918 175CH A175S 177MHC 175WBQF HM218 — SRF118 SMC2175 917CDSN
HRF721 HLF921 206CH A200S 217MHC 206WBQF HM220 — SRF121 SMC2206 920CDSN
HRF724 HLF924 237CH — 267MHC 238WBQF HM224 — SRF124 SMC2238 924CDSN
HRF726 HLF926 262CH A262S — 262WBQF HM226 — SRF126 SMC2262 926CDSN
HRF730 HLF930 300CH — — 300WBQF HM230 — SRF130 SMC2300 930CDSN
HRF732 HLF932 325CH — — 325WBQF HM232 — SRF132 SMC2325 —
HRF738 — 375CH — — — — — SRF138 — —

Base Mounted* Base Mounted* Output Flange Mount Output Flange
Manufacturers Size NEMA C-Face NEMA C-Face Mount 

SF800BRB S800BRB SF800BRF S800BRF

Boston 830 SF832BRB/SF833BRB S832BRB/S833BRB SF832BRF/SF833BRF S832BRF/S833BRF
SEW Eurodrive 32 SA32LP SA32 SAF32LP SAF32
Falk 03 UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N
David Brown C03 C032(3)BAN C032(3)BRN C032(3)BAF C032(3)BRF
Flender NA Not Available Not Available Not Available Not Available
Stober S102 S102VN-MR S102VN-AW S102AF-MR S102AF-AW
Nord N/A Not Available Not Available Not Available Not Available

Boston 840 SF842BRB/SF843BRB S842BRB/S843BRB SF842BRF/SF843BRF S842BRF/S843BRF
SEW Eurodrive 42 SA42LP SA42 SAF42LP SAF42
Falk 04 UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N
David Brown C04 C042(3)BAN C042(3)BRN C042(3)BAF C042(3)BRF
Flender 21 CA21-(M,G, or A) CA21A CF21- (M, G or A) CF21A
Stober S200 S202/3VN-MR S202/3VN-AW S202/3AF-MR S202/3AF-AW
Nord SK04 SK02040A SK02040A SK02040AF SK02040AF-W

Boston 850 SF852BRB/SF853BRB S852BRB/S853BRB SF852BRF/SF853BRF S852BRF/S853BRF
SEW Eurodrive 52 SA52LP SA52 SAF52LP SAF52
Falk 05 UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N
David Brown C05 C052(3)BAN C052(3)BRN C052(3)BAF C052(3)BRF
Flender 41 CA41- (M,G, or A) CA41A CF41-(M, G or A) CF41A
Stober S300 S302/3VN-MR S302/3VN-AW S302/3AF-MR S302/3AF-AW
Nord SK05 SK02(13)050A SK02(13)050A-W SK02(13)050AF SK02(13)050AF

Boston 860 SF862BRB/SF863BRB S862BRB/S863BRB SF862BRF/SF863BRF S862BRF/S863BRF
SEW Eurodrive 62 SA62LP SA62 SAF62LP SAF62
Falk 06 UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N UWCQ2(3)-A UWCQ2(3)-N
David Brown C06 C062(3)BAN C062(3)BRN C062(3)BAF C062(3)BRF
Flender 61 CA61- (M,G or A) CA61A CF61-(M, G or A) CF61A
Stober S400 S402/3VN-MR S402/3VN-AW S402/3AF-MR S402/3AF-AW
Nord SK06 SK12(3)063A SK12(3)063A-W SK23(3)063AF-W SK23(3)063AF-W

Base Mounted
NEMA C-Face

SF800BRB

Base Mounted

S800BRB

Output Flange Mount
NEMA C-Face

SF800BRF

Output Flange Mount

S800BRF

Boston Gear 800BR Series Right Angle Helical-Worm Gear Drives are designed to be functionally
interchangeable with these and many other manufacturer’s drives. This chart is intended to be a guide
only. Please see appropriate manufacturer’s catalogs for exact details regarding ratings and dimensions.

* Detachable base kit required.

INTERCHANGE GUIDE

800 SERIES RIGHT ANGLE HELICAL-WORM GEAR DRIVES

1-888-999-9860
i n  Canada :  1 -8 0 0 -6 6 8 -1 1 6 1

Wrap Spring Product Range/Part Numbers

Warner Electric  800-825-6544

Bore Stops
Size Voltage Rotation 1 2 4

CB-2
0.25" 24 VDC CW •302-17-001 •302-17-002 •302-17-003

CCW •302-27-001 •302-27-011 302-27-003

0.25" 115 VAC CW •302-17-007 302-17-008 302-17-009
CCW 302-27-007 302-27-008 •302-27-009

CB-4
0.375" 24 VDC CW •304-17-001 304-17-011 304-17-007

CCW •304-27-001 304-27-007 •304-27-026

0.375" 115 VAC CW •304-17-003 •304-17-008 304-17-018
CCW •304-27-003 304-27-015 •304-27-025

CB-5
0.5" 24 VDC CW •305-17-001 •305-17-002 305-17-003

CCW •305-27-001 •305-27-002 305-27-003

0.5" 115 VAC CW •305-17-007 •305-17-008 •305-17-009
CCW •305-27-007 •305-27-008 •305-27-009

CB-6
0.75" 24 VDC CW •306-17-051 •306-17-074 306-17-162

CCW •306-27-029 •306-27-046 •306-27-134

0.75" 115 VAC CW •306-17-053 •306-17-060 •306-17-073
CCW •306-27-031 •306-27-039 •306-27-045

1.0" 24 VDC CW •306-17-057 •306-17-061 •306-17-031
CCW •306-27-032 •306-27-147 306-27-150

1.0" 115 VAC CW •306-17-059 •306-17-062 306-17-075
CCW •306-27-034 •306-27-044 •306-27-037

CB-8
1.25" 24 VDC CW •308-17-101 •308-17-102 •308-17-103

CCW •308-27-101 308-27-102 •308-27-103

1.25" 115 VAC CW •308-17-107 •308-17-108 •308-17-109
CCW •308-27-107 •308-27-108 •308-27-109

1.5" 24 VDC CW •308-17-119 308-17-120 308-17-121
CCW •308-27-119 308-27-120 308-27-121

1.5" 115 VAC CW •308-17-125 •308-17-126 308-17-127
CCW •308-27-125 •308-27-126 308-27-127

SCB-5
0.5" 24 VDC CW •325-17-001 325-17-002 325-17-003 

CCW 325-27-001 325-27-002 325-27-003

0.5" 115 VAC CW 325-17-004 325-17-005 325-17-006
CCW •325-27-004 325-27-005 325-27-006 

SCB-6
0.75" 24 VDC CW •326-17-007 •326-17-008 •326-17-009

CCW •326-27-007 •326-27-008 326-27-009

0.75" 115 VAC CW •326-17-019 •326-17-020 326-17-021
CCW •326-27-019 •326-27-020 326-27-021

1.0" 24 VDC CW •326-17-010 •326-17-011 •326-17-012
CCW •326-27-010 •326-27-011 326-27-012

1.0" 115 VAC CW •326-17-022 326-17-023 326-17-024
CCW •326-27-022 326-27-023 326-27-024

Bore Stops
Size Voltage Rotation Input 1 2 4

SCB-8
1.25" 24 VDC CW •328-17-019 •328-17-020 328-17-021

CCW •328-27-019 328-27-020 328-27-021

1.25" 115 VAC CW •328-17-043 328-17-044 328-17-045
CCW •328-27-043 •328-27-044 •328-27-045

1.5" 24 VDC CW •328-17-013 328-17-014 328-17-015
CCW 328-27-013 328-27-014 328-27-015

1.5" 115 VAC CW •328-17-037 •328-17-038 328-17-039
CCW 328-27-037 328-27-038 328-27-039

WSC-2
0.25" S CW Hub 202-10-016 202-10-009 202-10-020
0.25" S CCW Hub 202-20-016 202-20-015 202-20-017

0.25" S CW Shaft 202-30-011 202-30-007 202-30-015
0.25" S CCW Shaft •202-40-014 202-40-008 202-40-017

WSC-4
0.375" S CW Hub •204-10-001 204-10-016 204-10-010
0.375" S CCW Hub •204-20-004 204-20-008 204-20-016

0.375" S CW Shaft 204-30-001 204-30-007 204-30-009
0.375" S CCW Shaft 204-40-001 204-40-006 204-40-012

WSC-5
0.5" S CW Hub •205-10-001 205-10-014 205-10-017
0.5" S CCW Hub •205-20-001 205-20-006 205-20-011

0.5" S CW Shaft 205-30-001 205-30-014 205-30-016
0.5" S CCW Shaft 205-40-004 205-40-007 205-40-016

WSC-6
0.75" S CW Hub •206-10-002 206-10-062 206-10-064
0.75" S CCW Hub •206-20-002 206-20-023 206-20-058

0.75" S CW Shaft 206-30-011 206-30-052 •206-30-025
0.75" S CCW Shaft •206-40-002 206-40-014 •206-40-020

1.0" S CW Hub •206-10-003 206-10-057 206-10-059
1.0" S CCW Hub 206-20-003 206-20-060 206-20-013

1.0" S CW Shaft 206-30-003 206-30-051 206-30-056
1.0" S CCW Shaft 206-40-013 206-40-023 •206-40-025

WSC-8
1.25" S CW Hub 208-10-004 208-10-027 • 208-10-028
1.25" S CCW Hub 208-20-001 208-20-028 208-20-030

1.25" S CW Shaft 208-30-001 208-30-021 208-30-022
1.25" S CCW Shaft 208-40-013 208-40-015 208-40-017

1.50" S CW Hub 208-10-007 208-10-025 208-10-030
1.50" S CCW Hub 208-20-003 208-20-032 208-20-021

1.50" S CW Shaft 208-30-003 208-30-025 208-30-027
1.50" S CCW Shaft 208-40-003 208-40-020 208-40-022

For CB and SCB Series units, these are the most commonly requested parts –
other voltages (such as 12VDC and 90VDC), bores and stop collars are
available.

For the WSC Series, other units offering different bores, and overrunning or
start/coast-to-stop operation are available.

• Denotes stock items shipped FOB Roscoe, Illinois

Part Numbers Part Numbers

Control Part #’s
One Shot, 150 Ohms •901-00-014
One Shot, Octal Socket •901-00-019
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PRODUCT CATALOGS AND SELL SHEETS

Check Out
warnerelectric.com
warnerelectric.com now features our new 
interactive eCATALOG making it faster and
easier to find and spec the motion control
products you need.

Within the Warner Electric Interactive eCATALOG, you can start
your search for basic components, such as clutches or brakes, and then
quickly refine your search from hundreds of possibilities to one that meets your
specific power transmission requirements for NEMA, input/output configurations
and other factors. You can also download specifications and PDF pages or
submit an RFQ for any of your selections. 

Find it fast at www.warnerelectric.com

Wrap Spring Clutches
and Clutch/Brakes
Warner Electric offers a complete line of standard
wrap spring clutches and clutch/brakes, available for
immediate delivery through our nationwide network 
of power transmission distributors. As the industry
leader in clutch/brake technology you can count on
Warner Electric for complete application assistance 
and after sale service.

WARNER ELECTRIC

Wrap Spring Order Desk
800-825-6544
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PAPER BASE (PBT) AND WEB BASE (WBT) TRAINING
This is Formsprag and Boston Gear’s Paper Based and Web Based training courses.  
When I was working for Warner I also designed for the other divisions within the parent 
company of Altra Industrial Motion. Altra wanted to provide paper based and web based 
training for their employees and customers. I started out by creating the paper base  
courses for Boston Gear, Formsprag, and Warner Electric. Next I converted all the paper 
based courses into a web base Level 1 course. All of these where created in an HTML  
interactive program provided by Technomedia out of New Jersey. I also worked with two 
company Instructional Designers to create each course segment. After Level 1 was  
completed I went on to create Level 2 and 3. This web based training was able to keep a 
database of the progress of who took the courses and their progress. Not only did I  
create these course I was also the Administrator for them as well. 
 



Serena Bales
865 Clover Lane

Oregon, WI 53575

608.501.9004 M
608.291.2198 H
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